those persons described in paragraph a below are advised to exercise caution when flying in the inccheon flight information region (rkrr), especially near seoul, south korea, due to possible interference with or disruption of their gps navigation systems.

a. applicability. this notam applies to: all u.s. air carriers and commercial operators; all persons exercising the privileges of an airman certificate issued by the faa, except such persons operating u.s.-registered aircraft for a foreign air carrier; and all operators of aircraft registered in the united states, except where the operator of such aircraft is a foreign air carrier.

b. planning. those persons described in paragraph a planning for and operating in the inccheon fir (rkrr) should be prepared to use non-gps navigation aids; and must review current notams and comply with all applicable faa regulations, operations specifications, management specifications, and letters of authorization, including updating b450.

c. operations. exercise caution during flight operations as there have been prior reports of civil aircraft experiencing gps navigation systems interference and disruption. those persons described in paragraph a must report any gps interference or disruption to the faa at +1 202-267-3333 or 1-844-412-1794.

the justification for this advisory will be re-evaluated by 31 oct 2015. additional information is provided at: http://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/us_restrictions/.
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